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Arrb1 Mouse siRNA Oligo Duplex (Locus ID 109689)

Product data:

Product Type: siRNA Oligo Duplexes

Purity: HPLC purified

Quality Control: Tested by ESI-MS

Sequences: Available with shipment

Stability: One year from date of shipment when stored at -20°C.

# of transfections: Approximately 330 transfections/2nmol in 24-well plate under optimized conditions (final
conc. 10 nM).

Note: Single siRNA duplex (10nmol) can be ordered.

RefSeq: NM_177231, NM_178220

UniProt ID: Q8BWG8

Synonyms: 1200006I17Rik; AW208571; G430100A01Rik

Components: Arrb1 (Mouse) - 3 unique 27mer siRNA duplexes - 2 nmol each (Locus ID 109689)
Included - SR30004, Trilencer-27 Universal Scrambled Negative Control siRNA Duplex - 2 nmol
Included - SR30005, RNAse free siRNA Duplex Resuspension Buffer - 2 ml

Summary: Functions in regulating agonist-mediated G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling by
mediating both receptor desensitization and resensitization processes. During homologous
desensitization, beta-arrestins bind to the GPRK-phosphorylated receptor and sterically
preclude its coupling to the cognate G-protein; the binding appears to require additional
receptor determinants exposed only in the active receptor conformation. The beta-arrestins
target many receptors for internalization by acting as endocytic adapters (CLASPs, clathrin-
associated sorting proteins) and recruiting the GPRCs to the adapter protein 2 complex 2 (AP-
2) in clathrin-coated pits (CCPs). However, the extent of beta-arrestin involvement appears to
vary significantly depending on the receptor, agonist and cell type. Internalized arrestin-
receptor complexes traffic to intracellular endosomes, where they remain uncoupled from G-
proteins. Two different modes of arrestin-mediated internalization occur. Class A receptors,
like ADRB2, OPRM1, ENDRA, D1AR and ADRA1B dissociate from beta-arrestin at or near the
plasma membrane and undergo rapid recycling. Class B receptors, like AVPR2, AGTR1, NTSR1,
TRHR and TACR1 internalize as a complex with arrestin and traffic with it to endosomal
vesicles, presumably as desensitized receptors, for extended periods of time. Receptor
resensitization then requires that receptor-bound arrestin is removed so that the receptor
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can be dephosphorylated and returned to the plasma membrane. Involved in internalization
of P2RY4 and UTP-stimulated internalization of P2RY2. Involved in phosphorylation-
dependent internalization of OPRD1 ands subsequent recycling. Involved in the degradation
of cAMP by recruiting cAMP phosphodiesterases to ligand-activated receptors. Beta-arrestins
function as multivalent adapter proteins that can switch the GPCR from a G-protein signaling
mode that transmits short-lived signals from the plasma membrane via small molecule
second messengers and ion channels to a beta-arrestin signaling mode that transmits a
distinct set of signals that are initiated as the receptor internalizes and transits the
intracellular compartment. Acts as signaling scaffold for MAPK pathways such as MAPK1/3
(ERK1/2). ERK1/2 activated by the beta-arrestin scaffold is largely excluded from the nucleus
and confined to cytoplasmic locations such as endocytic vesicles, also called beta-arrestin
signalosomes. Recruits c-Src/SRC to ADRB2 resulting in ERK activation. GPCRs for which the
beta-arrestin-mediated signaling relies on both ARRB1 and ARRB2 (codependent regulation)
include ADRB2, F2RL1 and PTH1R. For some GPCRs the beta-arrestin-mediated signaling
relies on either ARRB1 or ARRB2 and is inhibited by the other respective beta-arrestin form
(reciprocal regulation). Inhibits ERK1/2 signaling in AGTR1- and AVPR2-mediated activation
(reciprocal regulation). Is required for SP-stimulated endocytosis of NK1R and recruits c-
Src/SRC to internalized NK1R resulting in ERK1/2 activation, which is required for the
antiapoptotic effects of SP. Is involved in proteinase-activated F2RL1-mediated ERK activity.
Acts as signaling scaffold for the AKT1 pathway. Is involved in alpha-thrombin-stimulated
AKT1 signaling. Is involved in IGF1-stimulated AKT1 signaling leading to increased protection
from apoptosis. Involved in activation of the p38 MAPK signaling pathway and in actin bundle
formation. Involved in F2RL1-mediated cytoskeletal rearrangement and chemotaxis. Involved
in AGTR1-mediated stress fiber formation by acting together with GNAQ to activate RHOA.
Appears to function as signaling scaffold involved in regulation of MIP-1-beta-stimulated
CCR5-dependent chemotaxis. Involved in attenuation of NF-kappa-B-dependent transcription
in response to GPCR or cytokine stimulation by interacting with and stabilizing CHUK. May
serve as nuclear messenger for GPCRs. Involved in OPRD1-stimulated transcriptional
regulation by translocating to CDKN1B and FOS promoter regions and recruiting EP300
resulting in acetyla

Performance
Guaranteed:

OriGene guarantees that at least two of the three Dicer-Substrate duplexes in the kit will
provide at least 70% or more knockdown of the target mRNA when used at 10 nM
concentration by quantitative RT-PCR when the TYE-563 fluorescent transfection control
duplex (cat# SR30002) indicates that >90% of the cells have been transfected and the HPRT
positive control (cat# SR30003) provides 90% knockdown efficiency.

For non-conforming siRNA, requests for replacement product must be made within ninety
(90) days from the date of delivery of the siRNA kit. To arrange for a free replacement with
newly designed duplexes, please contact Technical Services at techsupport@origene.com.
Please provide your data indicating the transfection efficiency and measurement of gene
expression knockdown compared to the scrambled siRNA control (quantitative RT-PCR data
required).
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